The Molecule Maker Lab Institute (MMLI) is an NSF Artificial Intelligence Institute for Molecular Discovery, Synthetic Strategy, and Manufacturing at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, which is becoming a global epicenter for molecule making innovation. The MMLI is seeking a Research Assistant Professor who will collaborate with researchers across all Institute Thrusts to apply artificial intelligence to synthesis planning, catalyst design and optimization, manufacturing, development of functional materials, and broadening access to molecule making. This position will provide multiple opportunities for professional development that will help prepare them for an academic faculty position or an industry managerial position.

Please visit [https://go.chbe.illinois.edu/ApplyNowMMLI](https://go.chbe.illinois.edu/ApplyNowMMLI) to view the complete position announcement and application instructions. Application deadline for full consideration is February 21, 2022.

University of Illinois faculty, staff and students are required to be fully vaccinated against COVID-19. If you are not able to receive the vaccine for medical or religious reasons, you may seek approval for an exemption in accordance with applicable University processes.

The U of I is an EEO Employer/Vet/Disabled [http://go.illinois.edu/EEO](http://go.illinois.edu/EEO) that participates in the federal e-Verify program and participates in a background check program focused on prior criminal or sexual misconduct history.